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 2.	The bee that was once given to sporting in the fragrance of
juicy mango and tali flowers, now on the other hand, by the
power of fate, wanders in an arka-grove filled with grasshoppers.
 3.	The royal swans which were nourisht in the midst of the dust
from golden lotuses in the middle of the waves of the clear water
of the Mandakini, now every day sit in water that is choked by
a net of gaivala weed.	And again:
 4.	This poor luckless swan, which was once brilliant with the
tawny cosmetic of pollen that fell from lotuses stirred by the wind,
and which was rejoist with great joy at hearing the gentle mur-
mur of the bees, and which was (so delicately nurtured that it
was) not even able to seize a bit of grass-stalk hanging from the
pocket of its beloved's beak, now begs for grass, alas, in the
wilderness.
Moreover, if a man is opprest by (the result of his own previous)
deeds, what misery does he not suffer ? And thus it is said:
5.	Homage be to Deed [karma], which like a potter holds Brahma
fast in the pot of the universe;  which has thrown Visnu into a
very strict confinement, from which he cannot escape because of
his ten incarnations; which makes Qiva go a-begging with a skull
in the hollow of his hand;  and which causes the sun to wander
eternally in the sky."
The king said: " Who are you, sir ?"   He replied: " I am a gambler."
The king said:  " Do you understand the game of dice ? "   He said:
" In the matter of dice I am decidedly proficient, and I also know sarl-
krlda [a game related to chess], but fate alone controls.   And it is said:
<>.  When I see how elephants, serpents, and birds are caught,
how the sun and the moon are subject to eclipse, and how wise men
are paupers, my thought is: * Ah, how powerful is fate!'    And so:
7.	Fair form has no effect, nor noble origin, nor good character,
nor even knowledge, nor divine service paid with however great
zeal.   The merited good fortune which a man accumulates thru
the penance he has performed, bears fruit for him in time, like
trees."
The king said: " Sir, whoever you are, you are certainly a very intel-
ligent man; how is it that you are so devoted to the serious vice of
gambling ? " Said he: " Even an intelligent man will do anything
when driven by (the fatal power of his own past) deeds. And it is
said:
8.	What can even an intelligent man do, when driven by the power

